AMPOWER PLATINUM
Anti-Ageing Technology from Japan
Over 28 years of history and widely
recognised by the people in Japan.

10 Functions
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Delay cell oxidation
and aging
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Regulate Body Temperature. Constant
temperature helps protect the body
against 3 unhealthy influences
Wind,cold,Dampness
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Help to rejuvenate
and refresh the skin

03

Promote lymph
circulation

Improve muscle
flexibility
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Promote quality
of sleep

Increase
concentration

05

Initiate metabolism
and detoxification
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Slimming aid

AMPOWER PLATINUM
Anti-Ageing Technology from Japan

Restore immune
system

ready
to be
refreshed?

SKIN TEST

HELP TO REJUVENATE AND REFRESH THE SKIN
After using Platinum
Wave bedding (blanket)
for 30 minutes

Before

Skin is dry and rough

Skin surfaces become smoother and, looks
more supple and moisturized.

AUTONOMIC NERVE MEASUREMENT

SLEEP QUALITY IMPROVED
Autonomic Nerve Measurement
(January - February 2008 Measurement of Seisen University Research Institute)
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Heart rate decreased by
using Platinum wave material
>The parasympathetic
dominant
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Parasympathetic activity is active
by using Platinum Wave material
> Good Sleep
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Autonomic nervous function
is more normal by using
Platinum Wave material

Made In Japan
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Single : 150cm x 200cm / 300g
Double : 190cm x 200cm / 400g

Growing younger の age defying secret

This is No Ordinary Blanket
Ampower Platinum is the latest invention in the
sleep health industry. Its unique platinum
technology from Japan is the answer to the
dream of many health advocators.
It requires no electricity or operation steps. All
you need to do is enjoy a good night sleep with
the blanket over you to enjoy its anti-ageing
effects and wake up feeling rejuvenated and
youthful again. It’s that simple.
It produces fast results and it is safe to use
with no side effects. It is also suitable for the
whole family.
Ampower Platinum acts like your invisible
fitness coach and beauty therapist that helps
you regain health and beautiful skin.

Activates
60 trillion
cells to
reverse ageing

Innovative
beauty &
healthcare
technology

A Quality Blanket is like
a Second Skin.

Ampower Platinum produces one trillion vibrations per second that helps change the structure
of the water molecules in the human body. With
a smaller cluster of water molecules, they
become more active, ensuring our body stay
hydrated and healthy.

Ampower Platinum is 100% made in
Japan. The fabric is made of platinum
fibre and superior cotton that is soft and
silky smooth to the touch. Its superior
breathability helps resist the room’s cool
temperature and dampness, promote
metabolism and delay ageing. With quality
sleep assured, you will wake up feeling
restored, refreshed and rejuvenated, and
start your day with renewed energy and
vitality.

This in turn helps promote the lymphatic circulation, accelerate toxin removal from the body,
and strengthen the body defence against wind,
cold and dampness. It also helps enhance the
body immunity, thus revitalising the body and
achieving a bright, ruddy complexion.

What is Ampower Platinum?
Ampower Platinum is the result of the latest
weaving technology based on a scientific proportion consisting of 14 types of natural ore. Unlike
conventional spray coating technique-produced
materials, Ampower Platinum is extremely
durable and can withstand multiple washing or
scrubbing.
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The lymphatic system plays an important role in the
human body as it is responsible for detoxification.
The human body consists of two circulation
pathways: one is the blood vessels responsible for
blood circulation, and the other one is the lymph
vessels responsible for lymph circulation. The
blood and lymphatic circulations work hand in hand
to protect and maintain our health.
Lymph nodes are located throughout the body, but
the largest groupings are found in the face, neck,
armpits and waist areas. There are about 10 billion
active lymphocytes in a healthy human body, and
the lymphatic system is able to remove up to 99%
of soluble toxins and metabolic wastes. While the
heart acts as a pump to deliver blood and taking
just 40 seconds to circulate blood throughout the
body, the lymph is circulated via daily activities or
massages, and it takes 8 to 12 hours to circulate
throughout the body.
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Ampower Platinum utilises the unique traditional
floral print artwork from Japan, creating a delicate,
elegant design for a soothing Japanese-influenced
ambience.

Lymph: The key to anti-ageing

One Trillion Vibrations Per
Second
Beautiful &
healthy skin
through
quality sleep

An Artwork in the Bedroom

(Lymph/Cell fluid）

20%

Ampower Platinum which produces one trillion
vibrations per second help shorten the cycle of
lymph circulation. This ensures effective removal of
body waste through lymph and reducing of waste
accumulation in the body. In addition to these
health benefits, it also helps reveal a brighter,
smoother, softer and ruddy complexion, as well as
eliminating edema to restore the body shape.

Extracellular
fluid
The blood and lymph circulation
resemble the water supply (blood
vessel) and sewage system
(lymph vessel) in our house. In
order to keep the house (human
body) clean, we need to ensure
both the water supply and sewage
system are working smoothly.

